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SocializationSocialization
Socialization is a process of cultural learning whereby a new person

acquires necessary skills and education to play a regular part in a social

system. The process is essentially the same in all societies, though

institutional arrangements vary. The process continues throughout life as

each new situation arises. Socialization is the process of fitting individualseach new situation arises. Socialization is the process of fitting individuals

into particular forms of group life, transforming human organism into

social being sand transmitting established cultural traditions.

In other words, socialization a continuing process whereby an individual

acquires a personal identity and learns the norms, values, behavior, and

social skills appropriate to his or her social position.



Organizational SocializationOrganizational Socialization
Organizational socialization is the process by which people learn about and adjust to the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, expectations, and behaviors needed for a new or changing
role within an organization.
Organizational socialization focuses on organizational membership. Socialization is a term
used by sociologists, social psychologists, anthropologists, political scientists, and
educationalists to refer to the lifelong process of inheriting and disseminating norms,educationalists to refer to the lifelong process of inheriting and disseminating norms,
customs, values, and ideologies, providing an individual with the skills and habits necessary
for participating within their own society.

Organizational Socialization is the process of getting a new member of an
organization settled into their new role within the organization
This process includes training the employee on formal rules, policies and
procedures.
It also includes getting the employee acclimated to the culture of the
organization..



Process of Organizational SocializationProcess of Organizational Socialization

It is the responsibility of the management to orient the employees and to

make the process of socialization smooth. This will ensure that the new

employees adapt to the organizational culture as soon as possible. The process of

adaptation is commonly termed induction or socialization.adaptation is commonly termed induction or socialization.

A typical socialization process is made of three stages in the organization;

1. The Pre-Arrival Stage

2. The Encounter Stage

3. Metamorphosis



Socialization Process Model in OrganizationSocialization Process Model in Organization
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The PreThe Pre--Arrival Stage Arrival Stage 
The socialization process contains three stages that occur consecutively. It starts with

the pre-arrival stage, which consists of anything a potential organization member has

learned about the organization prior to joining.

Part of the pre-arrival stage is the selection process, which is used by the hiring company

to hire people who can adequately perform the job but also to select people who will fitto hire people who can adequately perform the job but also to select people who will fit

well into the culture of the company. The selection process provides the organization

with information about the candidate but also gives the job-seeker information about

the organization.

Candidates who find that their personal values do not match the core values of the

prospective company should disqualify themselves from the selection process at this

time.



The Encounter Stage The Encounter Stage 

Once a candidate accepts a job offer, they enter the encounter stage.

This stage is where the expectations of the new employee meet the

reality of the job. If the reality of the new job is different than what

the new employee expected it to be, socialization methods are usedthe new employee expected it to be, socialization methods are used

to orient the new employee to the existing culture and to help them

make sense of the culture of their new organization. Some of the

socialization methods that are used include stories, rituals, material

symbols, and language.



Metamorphosis Stage Metamorphosis Stage 
Finally, the new member must work out any problems discovered during the encounter stage.

This may mean going through changes – hence, we call this metamorphosis stage. The options

presented in the above figure are alternatives designed to bring about the desired

metamorphosis.

Note that the more management relies on socialization programs that are formal, collective,

fixed, serial, and emphasize divestiture, the greater the likelihood that newcomers’ differencesfixed, serial, and emphasize divestiture, the greater the likelihood that newcomers’ differences

and perspectives will be stripped away and replaced by standardized and predictable behaviors.

Careful selection by the management of newcomers’ socialization experiences can – at the

extreme – create conformists who consider no organizational practice sacred.

Successful metamorphosis should have a positive impact on the new employee’s productivity and

his commitment to the organization and reduce his propensity to leave the organization.



Benefits of SocializationBenefits of Socialization

Socialization provides initial orientation of new employ on the job. It

familiarizes the new member with the organizations culture, value history rules

regulations etc

Socialization helps new employee to play their rules efficiently and effectively

towards the achievement of organizational objective.

Through socialization the organization can ensure that the rebellions type of

employee are either changes of employees are either changed or expelled.



Benefits of SocializationBenefits of Socialization

 Socialization helps ensuring stability of organization by creating commitment

among the employees concern

Proper interpersonal relationships among employees can be ensured through

socialization

As a result of the socialization employees turnover is expected to come down




